We analyze the dynamics of growth of the number of congressmen supporting the resolution HR1207 to audit the Federal Reserve. The plot of the total number of co-sponsors as a function of time is of "Devil's staircase" type. The distribution of the numbers of new co-sponsors joining during a particular day (step height) follows a power law. The distribution of the length of intervals between additions of new cosponsors (step length) also follows a power law. We use a modification of Bak-Tang-Wiesenfeld sandpile model to simulate the dynamics of Congress and obtain a good agreement with the data.
The webpage [1] contains the names of all congressmen, who have co-sponsored the HR1207 resolution along with the date they co-signed. The plot of the number of co-sponsors as a function of date created using this data is shown in Figure 1 (a). It is highly irregular with long periods without addition of any new co-sponsors interrupted by jumps, when many new co-sponsors join during a single day. Such a curve is known in mathematics as the "Devil's staircase" [2] . The staircase can be characterized by the distributions of step lengths and step heights. Figures 2 and 3 show such distributions for the staircase of Figure 1 (a). The plots look linear in log-log coordinates, which suggest that the distributions follow a power law.
The power law distribution of the numbers of new co-sponsors joining during a day calls into mind the Bak-Tang-Wiesenfeld (BTW) sandpile model [3] where a similar power-law distribution of avalanches was observed. One may hope that some modification of the model can explain the dynamics of Congress. Our model is as follows. There is a network of influence in Congress through which representatives exert upon each other political pressure. When political pressure on certain congressman reaches a threshold, he co-sponsors the resolution. When a congressman co-sponsors the resolution, it exerts political pressure on other congressmen, whom he influences. In addition, there are calls on congressmen from their constituency which are analogous to randomly dropping grains of sand in the BTW model. The major difference with the BTW model is that a congressman cannot "topple" more than once regarding the resolution in question because after he sponsors it, he cannot do it again. In our simulations we used a network where every one of 435 congressmen was influencing k randomly selected congressmen and was influenced by k randomly selected congressmen 1 . The "toppling" threshold for each congressman was set to k units of political pressure. The calls from the constituency were Poisson distributed with the mean number of daily units of political pressure equal to λ. Thus in the process of our simulation for every day a Poisson-distributed random number j is generated. Afterward the following procedure is repeated j times. One congressman is selected at random out of 435 congressmen to receive a unit of political pressure from a constituent. In the case that he reaches the toppling threshold, he co-sponsors the resolution and transfers k units of political pressure to k congressmen, which he influences. One or more of those congressmen can reach the threshold, co-sponsor the resolution, and transfer political pressure to those they influence. If a congressman, who had already toppled, receives new units of political pressure, they just stay with him and have no further effect. We proceed to topple the congressmen until Congress is in a stationary state. At the end of the day, we record the number of new co-sponsors and proceed to the next day.
We tried different values of k and could obtain a good agreement with the data using 2 = k and 3 = k . Figure 1(b) shows the staircase produced by one of such simulations 2 = k and 7 . 1 = λ (the λ parameter merely rescales the time and thus can be tuned to have the required number of congressmen topple during the given number of days) . The plot starts with the day number 7 when we got the first toppling and continues for the same number of days (267) as the HR1207 cosponsorship data that we have. Figures 2 and 3 show the step length and step height distributions and a good agreement between simulations and the actual data is evident.
We can get some insight into the behavior of our model using analytical methods. We used a random network of influence in our model. For such networks, a mean field theory is exact in the limit of infinite network size. The state of Congress for the case 2 = k is described by just two parameters: the fraction of untoppled congressmen with 0 units ( 0 p ) and 1 unit ( 1 p ). The fraction of toppled congressmen is determined by these two variables:
Consider a congressional sandpile of large size L to which M units of political pressure had been added. Let us find 0 p and 1 p as functions of the average number of units per congressman L M m = . We add a new unit of political pressure. If it falls on a toppled congressman -it has no further effect. If it falls on an untoppled 0-unit congressman (this happens with probability 0 p ) then dm dp
where
If the unit of pressure falls on an untoppled 1-unit congressman (this happens with probability 1 p ) this congressman topples. He transfers two units of pressure to two other congressmen, each of which is in a condition to topple (is untoppled 1-unit) with probability 1 p . This starts a branching process (see Ref. [4] ), and the average number of toppling in the second round is 1 2 p . The average number of topplings n in the ensuing avalanche is the sum of the numbers in a geometric progression with the ratio 
Now we multiply the right hand sides of Equations (2) and (3) by the probability of each event, sum them and get: 
The "analytical" curve in Figure 4 Figure 4(a) is the same simulation as the one shown in Figure 1 The simulation curve follows the general tendency of the analytical curve, but in addition has a staircase structure. The analytical curve does not have steps because in an infinite system, there are always avalanches somewhere and the size of each avalanche becomes infinitely small, when divided by system's infinite size. A simulation of a hypothetical sandpile of a hundred thousand congressmen produced a curve almost indistinguishable from the analytical curve.
The distribution of the avalanche sizes depends on the parameter 1 2 p r = . When it approaches 1, the system reaches a critical state where the average avalanche size diverges and the distribution of sizes becomes a power law. The numerical solution of Eq. (4) . Why did we still get a power law in avalanche distribution? Let us take the formula for the probability distribution, ( ) n P , of avalanche sizes, n, in a random-network BTW model from Chapter 28 of Ref. [4] . After substituting 2 = k and
. When 1 p is close to its critical value of ½, this equation has the asymptotic ( ) ( ) a n n n P − exp 1 2 3 , where the exponential cut-off of the power law is ( )
For the maximum value 37 . 0 1 = p we get 29 = a . Fig. 4(b) shows a as a function of m computed using Eq. (this corresponds to two and a half month in Fig. 1) a stays above 15 . This is consistent with the maximum step height of 24 in the simulation and the maximum step height of 16 in the actual data (see Fig. 2(b) ). A power-law fit ( ( ) α − n n P~) to the step height distribution (Figure 3(b) ) produces Numerical simulation of the model, which takes into account that displays of co-sponsorship is precluded during recesses/holidays/weekends but neglects any inter-influence between congressmen.
